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Abstract: Circular building has gained considerable attention in the Netherlands during the past
decade. It is rooted in concepts such as circular economy (CE) and Cradle-to-Cradle (C2C® ),
accentuating the closing and coupling of material loops to establish effective and efficient resource
flows. Moreover, those concepts adhere to a systemic, holistic worldview, incorporating multiple
flows and values. Although social aspects, such as health, wellbeing, and social inclusiveness, are
generally part of circular building principles, specific benefits for end-users are not. This paper
explores the synergistic potential of circular and flexible (Circ-Flex) criteria from the perspective of
enhanced control and convenience for residents. The hypothesis is that without integrating the user
domain, replicability of circular building concepts on a larger residential scale cannot be done in
a truly sustainable manner. The paper is structured around two objectives: (1) further identifying
the relationship between flexible and circular building; and (2) exploring the impact of circular,
flexible building concepts and practices for the users of multi-family housing, specifically regarding
interior partitioning. The research follows a mixed-mode methodology comprising of literature
review, case study, expert consultations and a quick-scan assessment. Eleven Circ-Flex criteria are
explored, grouped in three categories: flexibility capacity, circularity capacity, and user capacity.
These criteria are applied to two partitioning variants, whilst exploring the performance regarding
material circulation and user benefits.
Keywords: circular building; flexible building; user integration; materials; circular economy;
sustainable housing

1. Introduction
Circular building is a building approach that has gained considerable attention during the past
decade. It is rooted in concepts such as circular economy (CE), Cradle-to-Cradle (C2C), blue economy,
and regenerative design, accentuating the closing and coupling of material loops in order to establish
effective and efficient resource flows. Moreover, those concepts adhere to a systemic, holistic worldview,
incorporating multiple flows and values. The Netherlands has tested the grounds for circular building
practices for several years now, leading to state-of-the-art examples, such as the Town hall in Brummen
(Architect: RAU, completed 2013), Patch22 in Amsterdam (Architect: Frantzen, completed 2014),
the Venlo City Hall (Architect: Kraaijvanger, completed 2016), De Ceuvel (Architects: Space and
Matter and DELVA, started 2012), and Circl (Architect: ArchitectenCIE, completed 2017). An important
aspect these projects have in common is the distinction between structural and non-structural parts.
This distinction facilitates circular flows of materials and products, whilst complying with the basic
principles of flexible building. Flexible building accommodates changing spatial configurations in
anticipation of changing occupant behavior, adding different users, functions, and potential upgrades
to the equation. As such, a clear connection can be detected between flexible building (FB) principles
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and circular building (CB) principles. Additionally, structural and non-structural parts may represent
different decision domains, for example: an investor regarding the structural base-building versus
a user regarding the non-structural infill. Definitions for FB and CB adhered to in this paper are:

•

•

Flexible building is a building (noun) or building activity (verb) designed to allow easy
rearrangement of infill components, whilst accommodating the potentially changing needs
of occupants.
Circular building (verb) is the dynamic total of associated processes, materials and stakeholders
that accommodate circular flows of building materials and products at optimal rates and utilities.
A circular building (noun) is the manifestation of this in a temporary configuration.

Dutch CB initiatives have not yet ushered in a large-scale implementation of CB concepts in the
Dutch construction practice. The call for bringing CB to scale, however, is resonating on Dutch political
agendas e.g., [1–5]. In order to comply with those ambitions, the CB focus needs to shift from singular
pilot projects for frontrunners to larger scale, replicable implementation strategies for the majority. This
is only possible through a close collaboration of key stakeholders. The Dutch building sector at large,
however, insufficiently includes a primary stakeholder: the end user of buildings [6,7]. When hinting
at measurable added value, more comprehensive user-centric approaches are required. The authors
advocate that the identification, application, and evaluation of criteria to measure user-benefits of CB
are essential next steps in this development. Among major target groups are inhabitants of multi-family
residential buildings: a main typology in the denser urban areas of the Netherlands, only expected to
increase in importance due to the growing need for housing in the coming decades e.g., [8,9].
Although social aspects, such as health, wellbeing, and social inclusiveness are generally part
of circular building principles, specific benefits for end-users less so. This paper explores the
synergistic potential of flexible and circular design principles from the perspective of user benefits,
in terms of enhanced control and convenience for residents. The underlying hypothesis behind this
study is that without integrating the user domain, replicability of circular building concepts on the
larger—residential—scale cannot be done in a truly sustainable manner. The paper is structured around
two objectives: (1) further identifying the relationship between flexible and circular building; and (2)
exploring the impact of circular, flexible building concepts and practices for the users of multi-family
housing regarding interior partitioning. By means of a mixed-mode methodology we aim to gain
more insight into the existing gap in research and design, whilst providing a tool for deploying a more
user-inclusive approach to the circular building development.
2. Methods
The research comprises an iterative mixed-mode methodology based on literature, case study,
expert consultations and quick-scan assessment. The methodology adheres to design research
approaches, as addressed in e.g., Blessing and Chakrabarti 2009, Mahmoodi 2001, and Attia 2018,
focusing on the complexity of design, be it in general sense or specifically in relation to architecture
and/or sustainability [10–12]. Aforementioned complexity is inherent to the dynamic and non-linear
relationship between research, on the one hand, and design, on the other. Blessing states that
design requires not only knowledge of the stakeholder goals and the product, but also about its
life cycle i.e., how it is to be produced, transported, installed, used, maintained, and repurposed [10].
Improving design processes is thus not a matter of straightforward research activities. To implement
improvements effectively, it is deemed vital to apply knowledge from various sources. This is
not least applicable to the new field of circular and user-inclusive building. We explore precedent
research in multiple domains and combine it with case study findings and input from experts. Not as
a comprehensive overview, but as a means to integrate perspectives.
In Section 3, a literature study is reported regarding housing quality, as perceived by the user,
as well as specifications of—and connections between—flexible and circular building. Key search terms
applied are: ‘Housing Quality’, ‘Open Building’, ‘Adaptable Building’, ‘Flexible Building’, ‘Circular
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Built Environments’, and ‘Building Performance Evaluation’, particularly in the context of Dutch
multi-family housing. These terms were applied separately and in combinations.
The research gap regarding circular and flexible building performance in relation to the building
occupants necessitates the conduction of additional case-study research and expert consultations
(Section 4). Three cases are selected to look at change and flexibility of the interior floor plan from
a user perspective: Molenvliet, The Netherlands; Kodan Experimental-housing Project, and the
Century Housing System, Japan; and Bostadsrättsförening, Sweden. Furthermore, multiple experts are
consulted to further investigate linkages between circularity, flexibility, and user benefits. The experts
are associated with the National Renovation Platform (NRP); the Amsterdam Institute for Advanced
Metropolitan Solutions (AMS), more particularly relating the projects Smart Urban Retrofitting (SUR)
and Circular Components in the Built Environment (CCBE); and Open Building Design (OBD), all
based in The Netherlands. Input is sourced during multiple face-to-face meetings, of on average
45–60 min, with the chairman of NRP, the founder of OBD, and the program managers of SUR
and CCBE. These expert consultations were intentionally unstructured in order to allow for new,
unforeseen aspects to come into view. The combination of those experts safeguarded a welcomed level
of intersubjectivity.
Based on the literature, case study and expert consultations, a basic set of criteria is selected
(Section 5) for conducting a comparative quick scan of two indoor partitioning variants: a traditional
one and its circular and flexible (Circ-Flex) counterpart. In this quick scan, circularity, flexibility, and
user perspectives are integrated.
Finally, in Section 6, the results and methodology are discussed from various vantage points, in
particular institutional context, legal framework, culture, and demography.
The diagram of Figure 1 displays the research structure and methods.
LITERATURE STUDY
Housing quality and the time-factor
Residential building performance evaluation
Open Building as a driver for circular material flows
Properties of Circularity

CASE-STUDY &
EXPERT CONSULTATIONS

DERIVATION OF CIRC-FLEX CRITERIA
& COMPARATIVE QUICK-SCAN

DISCUSSION &
CONCLUSION

Figure 1. Research structure and methods.

Delineation
The Dutch context is of primary concern in this research, whilst exploring examples and lessons
learned in other countries as well. Furthermore, the focus is on multi-family housing, being a primary
typology in densely populated areas such as the Randstad (home to approximately 7 million people,
in the western part of the Netherlands, including the cities of Amsterdam, Rotterdam, The Hague, and
Utrecht), see Figure 2. Social housing plays an important role in this respect. In the Netherlands, social
housing corporations own 33% of the housing stock (of which the majority is multi-family). In the
Randstad, this number is higher, peaking at 40–45% in Amsterdam and Rotterdam.
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Multi-family homes
in the Netherlands
More than 50 %
30 – 50 %
20 – 30 %
10 – 20 %
Less than 10 %

Figure 2. Share of multi-family homes in the Netherlands with Randstad encircled in red [source: CBS].

3. Literature Study
This chapter is allocated to a concise literature study. Starting point (addressed in Section 3.1)
is the notion of housing quality over time, whilst anticipating yet unknown users and use patterns.
Subsequently, the focus is on Building performance evaluation (Section 3.2), Open Building as a driver
for circular material flows (Section 3.3), and properties of circularity (Section 3.3).
3.1. Housing Quality and the Time-Factor
When articulating the importance of buildings in general, and our homes in particular, one could
take multiple approaches. From a predominantly objective and technical viewpoint: homes provide us
with shelter and protect us from the external environment, and as a result we spend the majority of
our time in them [13]. Related, but more subjective and complex, would be a description of the extent
to which we feel ‘at ease’ in our home. This touches upon the experience of safety, comfort, and joy,
or any other emotion strived for. A more philosophical pondering could lead to the description that
“we depend on our surroundings obliquely to embody the moods and ideas we respect and then to
remind us of them” [14].
The importance of individual identities, within the potentially overwhelming collectiveness of
a city, becomes most tangible inside of people’s homes. This is where diversity thrives. However,
developers, authorities, designers and builders have experienced difficulties in internalizing that notion
of diversity e.g., [15–17]. Habraken based many of his publications on this ‘system failure’ of blending
collective (the base-building or support) and individual domains (the fit-out or infill), specifically
regarding the realization of mass housing e.g., [16,18–20]. He observes that: “zoning laws, building
codes, enforceable design guidelines, or covenants [ . . . ] increasingly replace direct negotiation in the
creation of contemporary built environment. Nonetheless, controls, boundaries, and guidelines issued
by governing authorities from the top down are a poor substitute for actual conversation between
peers” ([20], page 9). Van der Werf points at the lack of acceptance of the distinction between collective
and individual by fellow architects and developers in the Netherlands, especially when it concerns
façade elements [21]. This statement was made in 1993, but is—to a major extent—still valid: even if the
‘open building’ discourse has evolved among peers in the architectural realm, key parties (developers,
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corporations, authorities, designers, engineers) in the Netherlands still find it hard to adjust their way
of working, not least with regard to risks associated with personalized use and physical changes in the
real estate e.g., [22–25]. Regardless of the nature of those risks, it implies a deeply ingrained inability
to internalize ‘dynamic user-behavior’ in the design, development and management of real estate.
Observing trends and history of building practice in the Netherlands, and following the associated
literature amongst others: [17,20,26–38] at least three conclusions can be drawn regarding the extent to
which multi-family housing in the Dutch context accommodates change over time:
1.
2.
3.

Requirements of housing quality differ per person or target group as well as per time-period; the
existing stock will always ask for adaptations,
Housing inflexibility is still the norm; the large majority of multi-family housing is designed with
no or one single—type of—occupant/occupancy in mind,
Paradigm shifts, rooted in a desire for more flexibility, have been hinted at more than once in the
last decades.

Straub and Vijverberg, 2004, for example, define housing quality as: “the physical characteristics
of a dwelling, which are relevant to the use of that dwelling, including the plan features and facilities
provided”. ([32], page 2–3), whilst observing that the existing (social) housing stock does not sufficiently
fulfill the changed—and changing—demand for more space, different space-plans, more quality, and
freedom of choice in qualities [ibid.]. Boelhouwer et al. 2014 state that, on an individual level, there
is hardly any freedom of choice for tenants of social housing, apart from a restricted right to “zelf
aangebrachte voorzieningen’ (self-added facilities), without any guarantee on the value of those
interventions at the end of the contract—for owner or renter [35]. They conclude that freedom of
choice is not going ‘beyond exit’, provided the housing market allows this [ibid]. Tummers 2016
highlights specific changing social conditions that are as unforeseen as they are decisive for new ways
of living, hence new design perspectives, by focussing particularly on self-organization and co-housing
in relation to the energy transition [38]. Even though the focus here is on a specific lifestyle and
target group, it is indicative for the increasing resilience that is asked of the housing sector, disrupting
outdated traditions in favor of new, more sustainable models.
3.2. Residential Building Performance Evaluation
If end-users of buildings are insufficiently engaged with the physical and functional development
of their direct living environment, these environments are prone to lose the contact with their
occupants to some degree, and subsequently fail to resonate their identities as well as a sense of
community coherence. Here, we refer back to aforementioned insights of, for example, De Botton,
Sanoff and Habraken [14,16,17], but this also connects with more practical perspectives and studies
from researchers and housing associations aiming to understand and serve basic housing behavior
and fulfillment of people. For example, with regard to the Dutch housing market, Dogge and Smeets
2004 looked into the relationship between tenants’ satisfaction and commitment [39].
Furthermore, post-occupancy evaluation (POE) has gained ample recognition as an important
tool in both academic and applied settings [40,41], whilst addressing the often-occurring gap between
designed and actual performance of buildings [42–44]. However, Hay et al. state: “there is little
evidence that this body of research has transferred to the practice environment to close learning
loops and ensure future projects are informed by a joined-up evidence base rather than the isolated
experience of individual professionals” ([41], Page 2). Göçer et al. come to a similar conclusion stating
that, although POE can help drive the building design and procurement process forward, “ . . . the
findings do not seem to match the rhetoric; in other words, POE is not used effectively in practice.”
([45], page 15).
Related to the fact that POE has not yet been effectively integrated in the design and construction
practice, it is also still rather limited in its scope, with a large accent on quantitative energy performance
and “narrow” surveys of satisfaction [41]. More fundamental questions about the sustainability of
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the built environment, dealing with e.g., robustness to secure future use and user behavior, are rarely
addressed. Lessons could be learned from studies into consumer behavior. For example, concerning
mental and behavioral response that precedes or follows user activities [46].
3.3. Open Building as a Driver for Circular Material Flows
An important commonality among the circular building examples mentioned in the introduction is
the distinction between support and infill. This open building (OB) approach accommodates changing
spatial configurations, in anticipation of a dynamic, ever-changing user-behavior [13,47,48]. The time
factor is thus included more prominently. By consequence, the chance increases that different functions
and users—not necessarily predictable—are becoming part of the equation. At this point, we see
a clear liaison between flexible building principles, on the one hand, and circular building principles
on the other. Table 1 displays some general aspects regarding the distinction between support and infill
domains, whilst advocating the need for adaptability, prominently on the infill side, and pinpointing
the relation with circular principles [49].
Table 1. General aspects regarding the distinction between support and infill domains.
Characteristics
Long lifespan
Fixed
Architecturally strong

Short lifespan
Variable
Demountable

Main structure
Collective spaces

Partitioning walls
Kitchen, bathroom
Mechanical, Electric, and Plumbing services
Possibly façade elements

INFILL

SUPPORT

Scope

Decision Sphere
Investor

User
Circularity Relation

Retained or increased value
Long lifespan

Adapts to change
Less waste
Facilitates circular reuse

The distinction between support and infill is inextricably linked to the notion of diverging and
changing interests at stake. Between investors and users on the one hand, and between current and
future stakeholders (new investors, new users) on the other. Although base-buildings could, and
sometimes should, be adaptable as well, the use(r)-flexibility predominantly manifests itself on the
infill side, following social dynamics, as explained earlier. This leads to multiple infill material and
product cycles during the existence of a building, which accommodates a more effective, bespoke, and
up-to-date indoor materialization, opening up to new supply and service models that serve a circular
economy (right below in Table 1). Such new models match with the ongoing “democratization” of
building services, most prominently tangible in energy supply systems [50].
3.4. Properties of Circularity
Underlying study explicitly focuses on decision-making power regarding the individual, interior
domain. The social benefit of this decision power is accompanied by a potential material benefit,
provided that key (co-)design preconditions are respected. Geldermans and Rosen-Jacobson’s
2015 position Circularity Potential in the combination of intrinsic properties (material and product
characteristics) and relational properties (building design and use characteristics), see Figure 3 [37].
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Intrinsic

QUALITY OF MATERIAL (functional performance)
SUSTAINABILITY (sustainable origin and ability to ‘reincarnate’)
HEALTH (non-harmful: only healthy materials use)
REUSABILITY (consistent with biological cycles and cascades or one or
more technical cycles)
CIRCULARITY POTENTIAL

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

DIMENSIONS (taking account of changing functions and capacities)
CONNECTIONS (dry and logical)
PERFORMANCE SPAN (according to differentiated lifespans of parts)
Relational

Figure 3. Relational and intrinsic properties of materials and products in circular building configurations.

If non-structural components can be changed to optimally match with the new requirements,
it becomes easier to anticipate renewability routes for the redundant products and materials at the
highest value and utility. Renewability refers to the use of resources that can be replenished at—at
least—similar quality levels, and within appropriate time-scales, including energy, water, air, top soil,
and materials [50]. Renewability is at the heart of the circular economy (CE) concept. The matrix
of Figure 4 displays differentiated renewability routes for components, products and materials in
a CE model, specifically with regard to partitioning walls. This matrix—based on Brand 1994 and
Ellen MacArthur Foundation 2012, as adapted by Geldermans and Rosen-Jacobson 2015—focuses
on technical and design specifications of products, pinpointing supply-chain routes and re-use
value [37,51,52]. In order to optimally include user benefits into the equation, we need to better
determine what those benefits are.
LAYER
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Partitioning
walls

PRODUCT

MATERIAL

Figure 4. Differentiated renewability routes for components, products and materials in a circular
economy (CE) model, specifically with regard to partitioning walls.

The aim for circular resource systems, as articulated in Dutch and European policy documents
e.g., [53,54] can thus contribute to providing leverage for bringing user centered Circ-Flex interventions
to scale.
4. Results from Case-Study and Expert Consultations
4.1. Lessons from Three Cases
As stated in Section 3, thus far little research has been conducted to evaluate the performance
of residential interior lay-outs as perceived by inhabitants. Several projects and associated studies,
however, have provided valuable insights in this respect. Of particular interest to this paper are
three projects, due to (1) their strong focus on flexibility as a value aspect for the user; and (2) their
performance-monitoring schemes. After a brief description of each case, key findings are listed.
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4.1.1. Molenvliet, Papendrecht, The Netherlands
In the 1970s, architect Frans van der Werf introduced a new typology of high density housing in
a low-rise fabric. The typology consisted of an infill-able base-building structure of parallel piers, floors,
and roofs around courtyards, combining so called longitudinal and transversal support structures,
and allowing free dwelling fit-outs for each user [22]. The Ministry of Housing nominated this
typology ‘Experimental’, in order to understand how the regulatory framework limits the evolution
of housing in the Netherlands. Housing association Papendrecht ordered this ‘Experimental’ design
for 80 dwellings for rent. Van der Werf scheduled two private infill consultations of one hour with
each of the users, following the routing of the building blocks on site. During the first meeting, spaces
and functions were discussed, related to the ages, hobbies and preferences of each family member.
After two weeks, a second meeting was held on confirmation or small changes and on details in
kitchen and bathrooms [55]. In 2014, Shanshan Li performed a study on the interior lay-out changes
in the Molenvliet project over time, interviewing fifteen households who had lived there between
1–38 years [56]. Eight out of fifteen had carried out renovations, six of which concerned modifications
in the partitioning configuration.
Key lessons:
(1)
(2)
(3)

The unique life experience of each of the users had to be valued, necessitating an unprejudiced
design flow, without personal preferences of the architect,
Hobbies of the users were as important as basic activities.
From the renovations that were carried out by eight of fifteen households, six concerned
modifications in the partitioning configuration.

4.1.2. The Kodan Experimental-housing Project (KEP) and Century Housing System (CHS),
Tokyo, Japan
In the 1970s, the number of dwellings in Japan began to exceed the number of households,
changing the aim of research and development from supplying a large number of homes to improving
their quality and meeting diverse residential needs [57]. The Tsurumaki-3 housing estate of Tama New
Town, Tokyo, was the first undertaking of the Kodan Experimental-housing Project (Japanese Housing
Corporation). KEP started in 1973 in order to research and develop flexibility and adaptability for
housing. Following this first initiative, the Ministry of Construction started the Century Housing
System (CHS) as a government-led research initiative formed primarily by academic members in the
early 1980s. The objective was to extend the longevity of housing by developing a systems approach
to the housing sector that focused on “the changeability of components throughout the building life,
reducing premature functional obsolescence by increasing the building’s adaptability” ([58], page 1).
This objective led to a system that distinguished five building component layers according to lifespan
and economic rationality [ibid]. Wakiyama et al. 2000 studied how residents and managers recognized
the CHS system and how it worked for them [59]. The study was conducted sixteen years after the
initial occupancy. Minami 2010 and 2016 investigated for both KEP and CHS related housing projects
how residents have adopted the design concepts to suit their individual needs, as well as the way in
which they adapted their living environments to changes in their lifestyles over time by remodeling
rooms and changing the position of partitions [57,60].
Key lessons:
(1)

(2)

In Japan, a main driver for moving to open, flexible buildings derives from an imminent labor
shortage in the construction sector, making it more important to design and construct buildings
which require less skilled labor, for example residents and users themselves.
Respectively 51% (unit design Type A) and 59% (unit design Type B) of the surveyed residents
with a KEP movable partitioning system changed the layout at least once (in 15–30 years), due to
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changes in lifestyle or family composition. Whereas this was 8% of the surveyed residents of
a unit design Type C (non-movable partitioning).
Out of a set of twenty characteristics that could influence a resident’s decision to inhabit
a particular housing unit of the CHS project, “easy to change layout” was chosen by 23% of the
surveyed residents.
The CHS system was perceived as too complex, which made residents shy away from exploring
the potential in many cases. This led to a simplification that has been recognized by almost all in
the Japanese industry, namely a simple division in a base-building domain and an infill domain.

4.1.3. Bostadsrättsförening (BRF), Stockholm and Göteborg, Sweden
Between 2001–2008, Bostadsrättsförening (BRF) Tenant-Owner association, built several
multi-residential housing estates in Stockholm (BRF 1) and Goteborg (BRF 2–5), Sweden. All co-owned
properties are situated in waterfront locations, where most of the local housing production was
carried out during that period. An extensive report by Femenias et al. 2016 focused on these housing
projects, in order to study internal renovations and home-makeover over time. The study aimed to
provide insights into what residents appreciate, or are dissatisfied with, in their apartments, what
changes they made, and the motivations behind it [61]. In 2015, a questionnaire was sent to all
462 households that reside in the five estates, with a response rate of 68% (=315). The questionnaire
revealed that not only did the owners engage in renovation and redecoration of the apartments, which
was presumed when initiating the study, they also rebuilt and reconstructed the apartments, which
was not anticipated. The questionnaire gave insights into the amount and nature of renovations that
the present owner-occupier had carried out in their apartment as well as of alterations they knew that
former owners had done [61–63].
Key lessons:
(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)

Residents are dissatisfied with, among others, a lack of storage facilities and work space, a lack of
soundproofing between different rooms, the layout of the kitchen and bathroom, poor quality of
materials, unused surface, and narrow and dark hallways
Many renovations were (also) due to the fact that “the apartment has material and performance
of low technical and aesthetic quality, and is therefore replaced earlier than normal maintenance”
([61], page 42).
Overall, over 30% of the respondents in this study made changes to the floor plan layout.
The findings did not indicate that the motivation to achieve a higher sales value was a direct
motive for action. Instead, “increased value appears as a supporting argument to increase the
standard or personalize” ([61], page 26).

4.2. Expert Consultations
Multiple expert consultations took place to further investigate the linkages between circularity,
flexibility, and residential user benefits. The experts are associated with Open Building Design
(OBD), National Renovation Platform (NRP), and the Amsterdam Institute for Advanced Metropolitan
Solutions (AMS). OBD is a platform initiated by architect Frans van der Werf, based on the vision
that in housing, residents should decide on the lay-out of their own dwelling. Frans van der Werf
has applied open building principles in his own work as of the 1970s, one of which gained significant
attention in recent years (project Molenvliet, see the case-study section), also in relation to circular
building ambitions. NRP is an independent foundation striving for sustainable use of the building
stock through renovation and transformation strategies. The notions of co-design, adaptable buildings
and flexibility strongly resonate in these strategies. Ongoing projects on circular transformation of real
estate in Amsterdam defined the expert-input, but also earlier practical experience of NRP’s chairman
in his position as housing developer. AMS is a knowledge institute, founded by Delft University of
Technology (TUD), Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and Wageningen University and

circular building ambitions. NRP is an independent foundation striving for sustainable use of the
building stock through renovation and transformation strategies. The notions of co-design, adaptable
buildings and flexibility strongly resonate in these strategies. Ongoing projects on circular
transformation of real estate in Amsterdam defined the expert-input, but also earlier practical
experience of NRP’s chairman in his position as housing developer. AMS is a knowledge institute,
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founded by Delft University of Technology (TUD), Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and
Wageningen University and Research (WUR), with the aim to implement and test innovations in real
urban settings.
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Figure 5. Open plan design (a) and user consultation (b) concerning Pelgromhof project, Zevenaar,
The Netherlands, Frans van der Werf 1999–2001 (Copyright: Frans van der Werf).
Figure 5. Open plan design (a) and user consultation (b) concerning Pelgromhof project, Zevenaar,
4.2.2.the
National
Renovation
Platform
Netherlands,
Frans van
der Werf 1999–2001 (Copyright: Frans van der Werf).

The reasons behind alterations in the lay-out may range from longer lasting arguments, such as
increase or decrease in family size, to quicker passing ones, such as lifestyle changes. But there are
many more arguments imaginable that would drive modification of the space-plan. Key is the user’s
control to modify the interior layout by changing partitioning configurations, in any way he or she
wants. This social aspect of the Open Building concept has always been at the heart of the National
Renovation Platform (NRP). NRP keeps a close eye on social and demographic phenomena and how
that relates to the quality and quantity of largely already existing real estate. NRP underscores the
importance of new collaborations between stakeholders when collective and individual domains are
separated. Moreover, this separation also requires new ways of financing, linked to the material and
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technical divisions. New ownership configurations will emerge, in which the user has full control
over the infill. This represents a value, provided that the next user of the space has the same level of
control [66]. Which does not mean the user should necessarily own the infill components: ownership
can also be outsourced to suppliers or other external parties. Aforementioned considerations are closely
connected to the extent to which circularity of products and materials can be established and managed.
4.2.3. Amsterdam Institute for Advanced Metropolitan Solutions
The fact that change is rarely accommodated in housing design and development also resonated
in the Smart Urban Retrofitting project (AMS/WUR). Most of all with regard to the interaction and
mutual understanding between key stakeholders in the Amsterdam housing sector, notably housing
corporations and social housing residents. A deep communication gap made it hard for housing
corporations to implement upgrades to the housing stock. Although this project concerned energetic
behavior and interventions, rather than layout alterations, the lack of appropriate communication
is estimated to be indicative of the sector’s culture, forming a barrier for residents-engagement.
It was found that bottom-up strategies, such as co-creation and community participation, are crucial
and necessary institutional aspects of urban retrofitting, even if it could potentially slow-down the
decision-making process [23].
The Circular Components in the Built Environment project (AMS/TUD) focused primarily on the
shorter cycles of component-renewability: maintenance, reuse/redistribution, and remanufacturing,
in order to keep components fit-for-purpose as long as possible [24]. However, longer cycles i.e.,
recycling trajectories are anticipated through the choice of materials and Design for Disassembly.
The project looked at circular service installations (boilers) and kitchens. In particular the latter, circular
kitchen, has been elaborated with key stakeholders, that together explored the feasibility to market,
whilst developing technical, industrial, and business models. Although the end-user was not directly
involved in the project—apart from minor testing with a tenant focus group—lessons learned did
address their needs. Most prominently relating the fact that the concept would increase the tenants’
freedom of choice, including associated flexibility throughout the use period, since parts of the modular
kitchen would come in a range of options. Moreover, the emphasis on market-uptake, rather than on
user reflections, was based on the fact that the logistics of product and material circulation should
remain the responsibility of the market. The rationale is that this model leads to increased control
over the material flows, whilst liberating the resident from any potential burden. This way, more
engagement from the user is facilitated, but without stringent obligations.
5. Derivation of Circ-Flex Criteria
From the applied mixed-mode methodology, based on literature, case study and expert
consultations, three interrelated categories are derived, each comprising of several sub-criteria, leading
to a preliminary list of eleven Circ-Flex criteria. Categories and criteria are formulated below and in
Table 2.
(1)

(2)

(3)

Flexibility—the extent to which a partition wall, or a part of it, can easily and safely be
disassembled, reassembled, repurposed, or disposed of. Specific attention goes to dimensions
and—especially—connections, i.e., how elements are fixed,
Circularity—the extent to which walls and wall elements can easily, safely and purely follow
high-grade renewability cycles, such as maintenance, redistribution, remanufacturing and
recycling, and bio-cascades for biological materials. The main focus is on technical and design
anticipation of such cycles i.e., the capacities of stakeholders in the supply chain are left out of
the equation, and
User benefits—concerning the mental and behavioral engagement and response that precedes
or follows activities by the user. It was found that this user response always has an element
of subjectivity, implying that aspects may come to the forefront that overrule solutions chosen
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by designers and engineers. Multiple drivers can be decisive forces in this respect, leading to
purchasing behavior that is either in favor of or at the expense of Circ-Flex. For this exercise,
two criteria were highlighted in the expert consultations: willingness to engage or invest (in time
and money) and freedom of choice, concerning a range of options for materialization, either
through DIY or outsourced.

Table 2. Circ-Flex criteria at the crossroads of flexibility, circularity, and user capacity.
CIRC-FLEX CRITERIA
Ease of Disassembly
Unlocking Flexibility Capacity

Ease of Re-assembly
Ease of Repurposing or Disposing

Unlocking User Capacity

User willingness to invest in time and money
User perceived freedom of choice
Ease of Maintenance
Ease of Redistribution

Unlocking Circularity Capacity

Ease of Remanufacturing
Ease of Recycling
Ease of facilitating Bio-cascades
Ease of facilitating Bio-feedstock

Comparative Quick Scan of Two Variants
Our area of interest is the difference between the performance of a common reference wall and its
Circ-Flex counterpart. Of primary concern is the capacity to accommodate change as a quality aspect
for the user. This assessment is meant as a first step towards a user-centered method for assessing
circular building benefits. Two non-bearing partitioning schemes are compared, following the criteria
listed in Table 2. It concerns a non-flexible partitioning configuration and its flexible counterpart. For
a fair analysis, we chose schemes of a similar typology, rooted in the residential renovation tradition of
the Netherlands. Only the innovative wall scheme introduces clear notions of flexibility and circularity.
For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the innovative scheme fits seamlessly and completely into
circular models, even if such products may not yet be available on the market. Key here is to compare
two wall configurations that at first sight do not differ significantly in aesthetics, functional purpose,
and technical specifications for residential settings. The quick scan thus follows basic requirements
for a semi-finished partitioning wall. Alongside input from experts and case study, the quick-scan
evaluation integrates academic and practical literature on home remodeling and material flows more
specifically: [37,67–72].

•

•

Variant I, the reference, is a common timber frame wall with plasterboard panels and mineral
wool insulation material. Wires, pipes and insulation can sit within the cavity between the drywall
sheets, which cover both sides of the frame. In a finalization step, the wall is plastered. Although
such a wall is, in theory, relatively easy to dismantle, it is usually not placed in anticipation of
future reuse elsewhere. Nor is it designed, built, and used in a way that tolerates easy replacement
without damaging other parts of the housing unit, such as piping, wiring, ceiling, floor, or other
walls. This variant is comprised of: a timber frame (European pinewood); fixed with metal
connections and screws onto floor and ceiling; glass wool insulation; plasterboard drywall;
wooden plinths. Pre-treatment and finishing usually done with traditional products.
Variant 2 is a partitioning wall built up out of products that are fully designed for circular material
and product flow purposes, anticipating existing, proven constructing techniques (not much
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different from variant 1). It comprises of existing elements, as listed in so called Material Passports,
such as developed within the Buildings as Material Banks project (BAMB) for example, and/or
C2C® certified products registry [73,74]. This way the wall comes as close to a circular wall
scheme as possible, knowing that not only the flexibility is anticipated, but also the circularity
potential, relating material health and data embeddedness, which in turn accommodates supply
and demand cycles at the most optimal rate and utility. The wall scheme comprises a timber frame
(European pinewood); fixed with metal connections and screws in framework; using a mounting
profile against ceiling and floor; organic fibre insulation; organic board for panelling and plinths.
Pre-treatment and finishing done with e.g., pure loam- or lime-based products.
In square meters, there is no difference between the two variants. Furthermore, other specifications
are left out of the equation, such as cable and wire content, as they have no relevance for this exploration
of criteria for user value. Starting position: post primary installation i.e., the wall is already in place,
and layout modifications are considered. Moreover, costs are only obliquely addressed. Table 3
brings together the findings of the quick scan assessment. For the traditional variant, ‘down-cycling’
(“recycling” into lower grade materials) and ‘Incineration and Landfill’ are added as possible treatment
routes, that are not considered in the Circ-Flex variant.
Table 3. Quick Scan comparison between traditional and Circ-Flex variant.
Variant I
Traditional Partitioning Wall

Variant II
Circ-Flex Partitioning Wall

Ease of disassembly
(Easy, Moderate, Hard/Strong)

Easy–Moderate.
Moderate–Strong impact on direct
physical context

Easy.
Moderate impact on direct physical context

Ease of re-assembly
(Easy, Moderate, Hard/Strong)

Easy-Moderate.
Even if dimensions remain the same,
constructive adjustments are required

Easy, if dimensions remain the same.
Easy–Moderate if material adjustments
are required

Ease of repurposing or disposing
(Easy, Moderate, Hard/Strong)

Easy, if traditional (linear) routes are
sustained. Moderate–Hard if
‘regenerative’ trajectories are sought.

Easy–Moderate. Depending on status of
(reverse) supply chain. Easy from the
perspective of material purity

User investment
(Time and Expenses)

Time-commitment low with regard to
all stages. Initial financial investment
relatively low. Expected return on
investment low or negative (i.e.,
discarding costs rather than
residual value).

Time-commitment low with regard to
(dis-)assembly stages. Initial financial
investment low–moderate (purchasing costs
often higher). Expected return on investment
low–moderate. New financial models
may emerge.

Freedom of choice
(Availability and Variation)

Abundant and readily available
materials and products in a
diverse range.

Partly abundant and readily available materials
and products, partly limited to a few eligible
products. The latter products are, in most cases,
not readily available via common channels
(such as DIY shops).

Maintenance

Surface layer accessible for maintenance.
Other parts dependent on wall-finishing

Surface layer accessible for maintenance. Other
parts dependent on wall-finishing

Redistribution

timber, metal, plasterboard, insulation

timber, metal parts, board, mounting profile,
insulation

Remanufacturing

metal, possibly timber

metal, mounting profile,
possibly timber

Recycling (equal or higher grades)

metal, insulation

timber, board, insulation

Down-cycling (lower grades)

timber, plasterboard, insulation

-

Incineration or Landfill

timber, plasterboard, insulation

-

Bio-cascades

(uncontaminated) timber

timber, insulation, board

Bio-feedstock (e.g., soil improver)

-

Insulation

Unlocking Flexibility Capacity

Unlocking User Capacity

Unlocking Circularity Capacity
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6. Discussion
Multiple considerations emerge with regard to the research structure and results, these are
addressed below. First, we reflect on the methodological framework. Next, we shed a light on potential
constraints in relation to the results, from institutional, legal, cultural, and demographic perspectives.
6.1. Reflection on Methodology
The goal of this paper was to introduce user benefits to the circular building discourse and practice
in the Netherlands, whilst exploring the relationship with circular and flexible concepts. A literature
study revealed a research-gap with regard to the integration of the user, both in building design and
building performance evaluation. A study of three cases and expert consultations provided more
insight into, the perceived quality of flexible layout configurations, on the one hand, and linkages
between user benefits, flexibility, and circularity, on the other. However, the case-study contained only
three cases, of a very different nature and period. Moreover, two of those cases were not located in the
Netherlands. Conclusions drawn from these insights thus need to be handled with care. Despite those
constraints, the findings were valuable enough to extract basic notions on what drives or obstructs
residents to modify the layout of their homes. Those basic notions were paired with the input from
experts (as well as the literature) in order to select a basic set of criteria. The expert consultations
took place in an unstructured way throughout the research trajectory, making it hard to cross-check
statements and learning points. Such a heuristic evaluation method has the advantage that it can
be executed relatively fast and can allow for unforeseen aspects to come into the picture, deploying
a certain experience-based logic. The disadvantage, however, is that in reducing the complexity, some
facets may be overlooked. Still, such an approach inherently leads to intersubjective results and
a certain level of agreement, provided that the variables are minimized. It was found that the expert
consultations provided valuable insights, despite diverging accents in their reflections, which caused
a certain bias. These insights either provided decisive conclusions regarding e.g., user engagement
and the need for personalization, or they confirmed findings from literature and case study. This may
not provide a sound basis for a comprehensive analysis, but was estimated sufficient for a rudimentary
set of criteria and quick scan.
An important choice was to keep the two variants as comparable as possible. Current circular
building innovation demonstrates a bias towards engineered, modular partitioning concepts, whilst
emphasizing design and engineering considerations rather than addressing the average user. Our
target, however, is much closer to the latter group. We deemed it justified to assume that average
users are more likely to follow known routes and patterns, at least within the foreseeable future, than
radically alter their behavior in this respect. This led to notions of accessibility to and familiarity
with materials, products as well as the costs. Currently, there is not a large range of products to
substitute the traditional ones, whilst facilitating renewability routes, as indicated in Table 3. But there
are certainly several products that apply. Regarding additive-free, recyclable boards or insulation,
for example, as well as decorative paint and other coating products. Examples are: Ecor® board (Noble
Environmental Technologies), Everuse® insulation (EverUse B.V.), and Graphenstone® paints and
mortars (IEdiSA). Some of those come back in the next section concerning institutional, legal and
cultural constraints.
Lastly, partitioning flexibility, as an added quality for the user, relates primarily to the relational
properties of Figure 3, concerning: performance span of the partitioning, dimensional freedom,
and connections that allow easy disassembly. However, it goes without saying that adaptations in
partitioning components should never occur at the expense of the quality of intrinsic properties,
as indicated in Figure 3 as well. Rather the opposite: flexibility of components accommodates
timely upgrades in that respect, think of innovations regarding, for example, thermal comfort control,
air purification, VOC reduction, and mold control.
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6.2. Institutional, Legal, Cultural, and Demographic Context
The results presented in this paper need further reflection regarding potential constraints.
In particular regarding the comparison of two variants. Building paradigms, on the one hand,
and lifestyles, on the other, are both culturally and historically determined. As already referred
to in the former section, this has an effect on intervention-options and purchasing behavior of the
residents. With regard to the housing paradigm in the Netherlands, and the institutional system
behind it, one could observe that notions of flexibility have been introduced several times over the
last decades, but have not become the norm in this sector. Influenced by “circular ambitions” of
decision-makers, resonating in local, national and regional policy documents, new opportunities are
emerging. Not least when those ambitions are coupled with demographic trends that impact the
housing market, for example relating co-housing and self-organization. However, as yet, the effects
are not yet noticeable, let alone measurable. A main challenge in this respect is the acknowledgement
of diverging decision-making domains i.e., regarding structural and collective parts of housing, on the
one hand, and individual interior parts, on the other. This comprises multiple interrelated—cultural,
institutional, and legal—aspects. As long as residents feel not sufficiently incentivized to demand
more co-creative power, the building sector does not feel inclined to contest traditional methods, and
authorities refrain from implementing legally binding measurements. And vice versa. That said,
a change is tangible with regard to purchasing strategies of governments for example. Whether and
when this reaches the housing sector remains a question. At this moment, the housing sector faces other
challenges that are overruling, sometimes even excluding, notions of circularity and individual user
requirements. Such challenges are, for example, the transition towards better energetic performances,
and sufficient housing supply, of a sufficient quality, for an increasing demand. The latter is valid
for many parts of the Netherlands, not least in the Randstad. Authorities and housing corporations,
as well as other investors in the housing stock, have key roles in this respect. A role that comes with
the responsibility not to approach challenges in an isolated way, but explore synergies. In that respect,
lessons learned in the circular kitchen pilot can be meaningful for other modular concepts for the
interior domain as well. This relates to technical, industrial, business, and legal aspects of energy
service installations as well as bathrooms and partitioning walls.
In other countries, one could experience forces of a different nature. In Japan, for example,
adaptability and flexibility of the housing sector increased massively over the last years, informed by
challenges of a decrease in skilled construction workers. As yet, Japan primarily focuses on flexibility
and adaptability, and not so much on the link with circular material flows. Moreover, Japan has
a completely different housing culture from the Netherlands. It is expected that the results are more
valid with regards to other countries where affordable multi-family (social) housing is common, and
where there is a certain familiarity with and growing awareness of, both, resilience of the housing
stock over time and sustainability challenges of construction materials. One could think of Sweden,
Denmark, and the UK for example. That said, we estimate that the results provide valuable insights
for formal and informal building industries around the world that are exploring the benefits of CB.
Concerning the applicability of products and innovations that facilitate circularity, there are
other related challenges at stake. Related, because it is linked to questions of legal ownership: in
the Netherlands, in principle, what is added immovably (“nagelvast”) to a dwelling becomes part of
the real estate, ownership of which is usually not in the hands of the tenants. That leads to a brief
reflection on the implementation of circular partitioning walls. Many innovative products, including
those that claim or are proven/certified to be applicable for circular applications, lack the safety
standardization of more established products. This is either because standardization lags behind,
or simply because the products do not comply with the regulations (yet). Looking at a fiber board
product that fits within the variant 2 scheme, for example, shows that fire safety is a main concern. Such
products avoid the use of impurities, such as flame retardants, in order to comply with the circularity
capacity. That same quality, however, is an obstacle for average use in partitioning configurations,
as described in Section 6.1. As soon as the board is fixed, even if that is done in a simple-to-reverse
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way, it is illegal. This reveals a clear conflict in the development potential of partitioning wall products
with a strong circular capacity. A freestanding variant, however, could be a solution here, provided
it scores sufficiently on other parameters important for the user in question, be it with regard to
flexibility capacity, circularity capacity or user capacity. This relates to the observation that, although
many criteria of Tables 2 and 3 are relatively well understood, the combination—and even more
so: integration—of those criteria are not. This resonates clearly in the category of ‘Unlocking user
capacities’. For example, time-commitment may increase when high quality repurposing routes are
sought but not facilitated through product design or logistics. This blocks the circularity potential.
Closely related are financial aspects: innovative financial models, required to facilitate circular value
chains, are still underdeveloped [75].
7. Conclusions
The underlying hypothesis of this paper was that without tapping into the user domain, circular
building cannot reach economies of scale in a sustainable way. The paper was structured around
two objectives: (1) further identifying the relationship between flexible and circular building; and (2)
exploring the impact of circular, flexible building concepts and practices for the users of multi-family
housing regarding interior partitioning. Particular emphasis has been on multi-family housing and
the large group of residents that do not have the privilege to act as commissioner or co-developer of
their own homes, i.e., lacking the means to create decision power. From the viewpoint of sustainability,
this is problematic. In the first place because it disregards users’ unique sense of engagement with
their living environments. Moreover, it hinders a smooth transfer to a different use of the space
due to unforeseen changes. Eleven Circ-Flex criteria, grouped in three categories, were identified
as essential for facilitating circular material flows through buildings, in relation to the benefits
for residents. The three categories concerned: flexibility capacity, circularity capacity, and user
capacity. Together, these criteria extend the circular building discourse to the domain of the user.
In a quick-scan assessment, a first grasp was given concerning the differences between a traditional
and a Circ-Flex partitioning wall scheme, revealing both opportunities and challenges. Opportunities
are associated with the current momentum around CB in the Netherlands, leading to innovations that
potentially support user-integration. This concerns product or building design as well as participatory
processes. Challenges, on the other hand, are associated with the lack of preconditions for the
large scale implementation of such innovations. These concern, for example, reverse logistics and
institutional alignment.
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